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UNIT II 

Research design – concept and types – exploratory, descriptive, diagnostic and experimental; 

sampling design; techniques, factors influencing sample size, measurement – concept, 

measurement scales – types and construction of scales and reliability and validity aspects in 

measurement   

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Research design is a broad framework that states the total pattern of conducting research project. 

It specifies objectives, data collection and analysis methods, time, costs, responsibility, probable 

outcomes, and actions. 

Statement of research objectives, i.e., why the research project is to be conducted 

2. Type of data needed 

3. Definition of population and sampling procedures to be followed 

4. Time, costs, and responsibility specification 

5. Methods, ways, and procedures used for collection of data 

6. Data analysis – tools or methods used to analyze data 

7. Probable output or research outcomes and possible actions to be taken based on those 

outcomes 

 

Types of Research Designs: 

The research design is a broad framework that describes how the entire research project is 

carried out. Basically, there can be three types of research designs – exploratory research design, 

descriptive research design, and experimental (or causal) research design. Use of particular 

research design depends upon type of problem under study. 

 

1. Exploratory Research Design: 

This design is followed to discover ideas and insights to generate possible explanations. It helps 

in exploring the problem or situation. It is, particularly, emphasized to break a broad vague 

problem statement into smaller pieces or sub-problem statements that help forming specific 

hypothesis. 

The hypothesis is a conjectural (imaginary, speculative, or abstract) statement about the 

relationship between two or more variables. Naturally, in initial state of the study, we lack 

sufficient understanding about problem to formulate a specific hypothesis. Similarly, we have 

several competitive explanations of marketing phenomenon. Exploratory research design is used 

to establish priorities among those competitive explanations. 

The exploratory research design is used to increase familiarity of the analyst with problem under 

investigation. This is particularly true when researcher is new in area, or when problem is of 

different type. 

 

This design is followed to realize following purposes: 
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1. Clarifying concepts and defining problem 

2. Formulating problem for more precise investigation 

3. Increasing researcher’s familiarity with problem 

4. Developing hypotheses 

5. Establishing priorities for further investigation 

Exploratory research design is characterized by flexibility to gain insights and develop 

hypotheses. It does not follow a planned questionnaire or sampling. It is based on literature 

survey, experimental survey, and analysis of selected cases. Unstructured interviews are used to 

offer respondents a great deal of freedom. No research project is purely and solely based on this 

design. It is used as complementary to descriptive design and causal design. 

 

2. Descriptive Research Design: 

Descriptive research design is typically concerned with describing problem and its solution. It is 

more specific and purposive study. Before rigorous attempts are made for descriptive study, the 

well-defined problem must be on hand. Descriptive study rests on one or more hypotheses. 

For example, “our brand is not much familiar,” “sales volume is stable,” etc. It is more precise 

and specific. Unlike exploratory research, it is not flexible. Descriptive research requires clear 

specification of who, why, what, when, where, and how of the research. Descriptive design is 

directed to answer these problems. 

 

3. Causal or Experimental Research Design: 

Causal research design deals with determining cause and effect relationship. It is typically in 

form of experiment. In causal research design, attempt is made to measure impact of 

manipulation on independent variables (like price, products, advertising and selling efforts or 

marketing strategies in general) on dependent variables (like sales volume, profits, and brand 

image and brand loyalty). It has more practical value in resolving marketing problems. We can 

set and test hypotheses by conducting experiments. 

Test marketing is the most suitable example of experimental marketing in which the independent 

variable like price, product, promotional efforts, etc., are manipulated (changed) to measure its 

impact on the dependent variables, such as sales, profits, brand loyalty, competitive strengths 

product differentiation and so on. 

 

SAMPLING DESIGN 

Types of sampling design in Research Methodology 

There are different types of sample designs based on two factors viz., the representation basis 

and the element selection technique. On the representation basis, the sample may be probability 

sampling or it may be non-probability sampling. Probability sampling is based on the concept of 

random selection, whereas non-probability sampling is ‘non-random’ sampling. On element 

selection basis, the sample may be either unrestricted or restricted. When each sample element is 

drawn individually from the population at large, then the sample so drawn is known as 

‘unrestricted sample’, whereas all other forms of sampling are covered under the term ‘restricted 

sampling’. The following chart exhibits the sample designs as explained above. 
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Thus, sample designs are basically of two types viz., non-probability sampling and probability 

sampling. We take up these two designs separately. 

CHART SHOWING BASIC SAMPLING DESIGNS 

 

Non-probability sampling: Non-probability sampling is that sampling procedure which does 

not afford any basis for estimating the probability that each item in the population has to be 

included in the sample. Non-probability sampling is also known by different names such as 

deliberate sampling, purposive sampling and judgement sampling. In this type of sampling, items 

for the sample are selected deliberately by the researcher; his choice concerning the items 

remains supreme. In other words, under non-probability sampling the organisers of the inquiry 

purposively choose the particular units of the universe for constituting a sample on the basis that 

the small mass that they so select out of a huge one will be typical or representative of the whole.  

 

Quota sampling is also an example of non-probability sampling. Under quota sampling the 

interviewers are simply given quotas to be filled from the different strata, with some restrictions 

on how they are to be filled. In other words, the actual selection of the items for the sample is left 

to the interviewer’s discretion. This type of sampling is very convenient and is relatively 

inexpensive. But the samples so selected certainly do not possess the characteristic of random 

samples. Quota samples are essentially judgement samples and inferences drawn on their basis 

are not amenable to statistical treatment in a formal way. 

 

Probability sampling: Probability sampling is also known as ‘random sampling’ or ‘chance 

sampling’. Under this sampling design, every item of the universe has an equal chance of 

inclusion in the sample. It is, so to say, a lottery method in which individual units are picked up 

from the whole group not deliberately but by some mechanical process.  

 Random sampling ensures the law of Statistical Regularity which states that if on an average the 

sample chosen is a random one, the sample will have the same composition and characteristics as 

the universe. This is the reason why random sampling is considered as the best technique of 

selecting a representative sample. 

Sample design in Research Methodology? 

A sample design is made up of two elements. Random sampling from a finite population refers 

to that method of sample selection which gives each possible sample combination an equal 
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probability of being picked up and each item in the entire population to have an equal chance of 

being included in the sample. This applies to sampling without replacement i.e., once an item is 

selected for the sample, it cannot appear in the sample again. In brief, the implications of random 

sampling (or simple random sampling) are: 

 It gives each element in the population an equal probability of getting into the sample; and all 

choices are independent of one another. 

 It gives each possible sample combination an equal probability of being chosen. 

 

Population vs sample 

First, you need to identify the target population of your research. 

 The population is the entire group that you want to draw conclusions about. 

 The sample is the specific group of individuals that you will collect data from. 

The population can be defined in terms of geographical location, age, income, and many other 

characteristics. 

It can be very broad or quite narrow: maybe you want to make inferences about the whole adult 

population of your country; maybe your research focuses on customers of a certain company, 

patients with a specific health condition, or students in a single school. 

It is important to carefully define your target population according to the purpose and 

practicalities of your project. 

If the population is very large, demographically mixed, and geographically dispersed, it might be 

difficult to gain access to a representative sample. 

Sampling frame 

The sampling frame is the actual list of individuals that the sample will be drawn from. Ideally, it 

should include the entire target population (and nobody who is not part of that population). 

Sample size 

The number of individuals in your sample depends on the size of the population, and on how 

precisely you want the results to represent the population as a whole. 

Probability sampling methods 

Probability sampling means that every member of the population has a chance of being selected. 

If you want to produce results that are representative of the whole population, you need to use a 

probability sampling technique. 

There are four main types of probability sample. 
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1. Simple random sampling 

In a simple random sample, every member of the population has an equal chance of being 

selected. Your sampling frame should include the whole population. 

To conduct this type of sampling, you can use tools like random number generators or other 

techniques that are based entirely on chance. 

2. Systematic sampling 

Systematic sampling is similar to simple random sampling, but it is usually slightly easier to 

conduct. Every member of the population is listed with a number, but instead of randomly 

generating numbers, individuals are chosen at regular intervals. 

3. Stratified sampling 

This sampling method is appropriate when the population has mixed characteristics, and you 

want to ensure that every characteristic is proportionally represented in the sample. 

You divide the population into subgroups (called strata) based on the relevant characteristic (e.g. 

gender, age range, income bracket, job role). 

From the overall proportions of the population, you calculate how many people should be 

sampled from each subgroup. Then you use random or systematic sampling to select a sample 

from each subgroup. 

4. Cluster sampling 

Cluster sampling also involves dividing the population into subgroups, but each subgroup should 

have similar characteristics to the whole sample. Instead of sampling individuals from each 

subgroup, you randomly select entire subgroups. 

If it is practically possible, you might include every individual from each sampled cluster. If the 

clusters themselves are large, you can also sample individuals from within each cluster using one 

of the techniques above. 

This method is good for dealing with large and dispersed populations, but there is more risk of 

error in the sample, as there could be substantial differences between clusters. It’s difficult to 

guarantee that the sampled clusters are really representative of the whole population. 

Non-probability sampling methods 

In a non-probability sample, individuals are selected based on non-random criteria, and not every 

individual has a chance of being included. This type of sample is easier and cheaper to access, 

but you can’t use it to make valid statistical inferences about the whole population. 
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Non-probability sampling techniques are often appropriate for exploratory and qualitative 

research. In these types of research, the aim is not to test a hypothesis about a broad population, 

but to develop an initial understanding of a small or under-researched population. 

 

1. Convenience sampling 

A convenience sample simply includes the individuals who happen to be most accessible to the 

researcher. 

This is an easy and inexpensive way to gather initial data, but there is no way to tell if the sample 

is representative of the population, so it can’t produce generalizable results. 

2. Voluntary response sampling 

Similar to a convenience sample, a voluntary response sample is mainly based on ease of access. 

Instead of the researcher choosing participants and directly contacting them, people volunteer 

themselves (e.g. by responding to a public online survey). 

Voluntary response samples are always at least somewhat biased, as some people will inherently 

be more likely to volunteer than others. 

3. Purposive sampling 

This type of sampling involves the researcher using their judgement to select a sample that is 

most useful to the purposes of the research. 

It is often used in qualitative research, where the researcher wants to gain detailed knowledge 

about a specific phenomenon rather than make statistical inferences. An effective purposive 

sample must have clear criteria and rationale for inclusion. 

4. Snowball sampling 

If the population is hard to access, snowball sampling can be used to recruit participants via other 

participants. The number of people you have access to “snowballs” as you get in contact with 

more people. 

Sample size is affected by several factors: 

• Margin of Error. Since no sample will be perfect, you need to decide how much error to 

allow. The confidence interval determines this. The less error you’re willing to accept, the bigger 

the sample size needs to be. 

• Confidence Level. This determines how certain you want to be that the parameter fall within 

your confidence interval. The greater the degree of confidence that the researcher wants to have in 

the results, the larger the sample size needs to be. The confidence level is a measure of how certain 

the results are. This is typically 95% or 99%, but any number can be chosen. 95% is typical  

https://www.scribbr.com/methodology/qualitative-quantitative-research/
https://www.scribbr.com/methodology/qualitative-quantitative-research/
https://www.scribbr.com/research-process/hypotheses/
https://www.scribbr.com/methodology/qualitative-quantitative-research/
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• Population size and variability. The population size is important because the sample size must 

be sufficiently large that the results can be extrapolated to the population at large. This will not be 

the case if the sample size is too small. Also the more heterogeneous your population, the bigger 

the required sample size. An initial estimate of this value is the standard deviation of one or more 

samples. 

Measurement scales – types and construction of scales    

In statistics, there are four data measurement scales: nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio.  These 

are simply ways to sub-categorize different types of data. 

1. Nominal Scales: Nominal scale is the simplest form of measurement. A variable 

measured on a nominal is one which is divided into two or more categories. For example, 

gender is categorized as male or female, a question as to whether a family owns a iPhone 

can be answered ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. It is simply a sorting operation in which all individuals or 

units or answers can be placed in one category or another (i.e. the categories are 

exhaustive). The essential characteristic of a nominal scale is that in terms of a given 

variable, one individual is different from another and the categories are discriminate (i.e. 

the categories are mutually exclusive). 

2. Ordinal Scales: Ordinal scales have all the properties of a nominal scale, but, in addition, 

categories can be ordered along a continuum, in terms of a given criterion. Given three 

categories A, B and C, on an ordinal scale, one might be able to say, for e.g., that A is 

greater than B and B is greater than C. If numerals are assigned to ordinal scale 

categories, the numerals serve only as ranks for ordering observations from least to most 

in terms of the characteristic measured and they do not indicate the distance between 

scale that organizes observations in terms of categories such as high, medium and low or 

strongly agree, agree, not sure, disagree, and strong disagree. 

3. Interval Scales: Interval scales incorporate all the properties of nominal and ordinal 

scales and in addition, indicate the distance or interval between the categories. In formal 

terms one can say not only that A is greater than B and B is greater than C but also that 

(A-B)=(B-C) or (A-C)=(A-B)+(B-C). Examples of interval scale include age, income and 

investments. 

4. Ratio Scales: A special form of interval scale is the ratio scale which differs in that it has 

a true zero point or a point at which the characteristic that is measured is presumed to be 

absent. Examples of ratio scales include, weight, length, income, expenditure and others.  

Reliability and validity aspects in measurement   

Reliability and validity are concepts used to evaluate the quality of research. They indicate how 

well a method, technique or test measures something. Reliability is about the consistency of a 

measure, and validity is about the accuracy of a measure. 

 

https://www.scribbr.com/category/methodology/
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Reliability refers to how consistently a method measures something. If the same result can be 

consistently achieved by using the same methods under the same circumstances, the 

measurement is considered reliable. 

Reliability can be assessed with the test-retest method, alternative form method, internal 

consistency method, the split-halves method, and inter-rater reliability. 

 

Test-retest is a method that administers the same instrument to the same sample at two different 

points in time, perhaps one year intervals.  If the scores at both time periods are highly 

correlated, say > 0.60, they can be considered reliable.  

The alternative form method requires two different instruments consisting of similar content.  

The same sample must take both instruments and the scores from both instruments must be 

correlated.  If the correlations are high, the instrument is considered reliable.   

Internal consistency uses one instrument administered only once.  The coefficient alpha (or 

Cronbach’s alpha) is used to assess the internal consistency of the item.  If the alpha value is 0.70 

or higher, the instrument is considered reliable.   

The split-halves method also requires one test administered once.  The number of items in the 

scale is divided into halves and a correlation is taken to estimate the reliability of each half of the 

test.   

To estimate the reliability of the entire survey, the Spearman-Brown correction must be 

applied.  Inter-rater reliability involves comparing the observations of two or more individuals 

and assessing the agreement of the observations.  Kappa values can be calculated in this instance 

Validity refers to how accurately a method measures what it is intended to measure. If research 

has high validity that means it produces results that correspond to real properties, characteristics, 

and variations in the physical or social world. 

Content validity measures the extent to which the items that comprise the scale accurately 

represent or measure the information that is being assessed.  Are the questions that are asked 

representative of the possible questions that could be asked? 

 

Construct validity measures what the calculated scores mean and if they can be generalized.  

Construct validity uses statistical analyses, such as correlations, to verify the relevance of the 

questions.  Questions from an existing, similar instrument, that has been found reliable, can be 

correlated with questions from the instrument under examination to determine if construct 

validity is present.  If the scores are highly correlated it is called convergent validity.  If 

convergent validity exists, construct validity is supported. 

 

Criterion-related validity has to do with how well the scores from the instrument predict a 

known outcome they are expected to predict.  Statistical analyses, such as correlations, are used 

to determine if criterion-related validity exists.  Scores from the instrument in question should be 

http://www.statisticssolutions.com/academic-solutions/resources/directory-of-statistical-analyses/correlation-pearson-kendall-spearman/
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correlated with an item they are known to predict.  If a correlation of > .60 exists, criterion 

related validity exists as well. 

. 

High reliability is one indicator that a measurement is valid. If a method is not reliable, it 

probably isn’t valid. 
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